Check the LGS Website Events Calendar often for registration and program updates, including event locations. Students can also make appointments for individual consultations.
the process of creating a teaching portfolio. Participants will need to bring materials with them to work with. For students at all stages. Bring a lunch with you.

**JPE 610: OXYTOCIN: ELIXIR OF THE SOCIAL BRAIN?**
**WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 23, 3-4:30 PM**
**LOCATION TBD**
Dr. Larry Young will provide an overview of the role of oxytocin in regulating parental nurturing, social bonding and empathy. He will describe neurobiological studies that have revealed the power of this natural brain chemical in regulating social relationships using the monogamous prairie vole as a model. He will then briefly describe evidence that oxytocin modulate human social behaviors related to pair bonding, and trust along with implications for treating autism. Dr. Hasse Walum will then discuss some of the limitations surrounding the hype of human intranasal oxytocin literature, including questionable experimental and statistical practices, publication bias, and the reliability of the psychological literature.

**NAVIGATING THE US JOB SEARCH**
**WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 23, 3:30-5:00PM**
**DUC E338**
Are you an international student hoping to work in the US during graduate school? Angela Guinyard from Intl Student and Scholars Services will go over Curricular Practical Training (CPT) requirements and processes.

**CONVERSATION WITH THE DEAN: ETHICS AND THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PHD**
**FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 25, 11:30AM-1:00PM**
**RITA ANN ROLLINS 105**
Dean Lisa Tedesco will be joined by Drs. Paul Wolpe and Nadine Kaslow. This program can be used to fulfill a JPE 610 requirement.

**PROPOSAL WRITING INSTITUTE**
**SATURDAY-SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 26-27**
**DUC E338**
Ideal for students preparing for fall submissions to external funding agencies or for submitting proposals for post-doctoral positions, the Institute provides students with extensive feedback and interaction with an interdisciplinary group of faculty, including mock interviews and proposal reviews using the same standards employed by external funding committees. *By application only.*

**CAREER EXPLORATION GROUP**
**SEPTEMBER 28, 12-1PM**
**ADMIN 200F**
An informal monthly meeting the last Monday of each month to discuss any topics related to career exploration. Bring your lunch and any questions, concerns or ideas you would like to discuss related to preparing for a career. For students at all stages. Students are encouraged to come on as needed basis.

**PROACTION: AN INTERACTIVE PERFORMANCE ON THE STUDENT-FACULTY MENTOR RELATIONSHIP**
**WENDESDAY SEPTEMBER 30, 2-3:30PM**
**WINSHIP BALLROOM**
This performance will use Interactive Theater—scripted and improvisational audience participatory theater – to promote dialogue and solutions around the graduate student-faculty mentor relationship. Participants will witness a scene, have an opportunity to interact with and challenge the characters, and then take part in a facilitated conversation about the issues raised. Topics include proactive communication, receiving critical feedback, deadlines/time management, planning research, and others. This program can be used to fulfill a JPE 610 requirement. *Register through the LGS Event calendar.*

Check the LGS Website Events Calendar often for registration and program updates, including event locations. Students can also make appointments for individual consultations [http://gs.emory.edu/professional_development/resources/](http://gs.emory.edu/professional_development/resources/)
Check the LGS Website Events Calendar often for registration and program updates, including event locations. Students can also make appointments for individual consultations http://gs.emory.edu/professional_development/resources/

CAMPUS CONNECTIONS: SWITCHING TRACKS – ADMIN CAREER TRACKS FOR PHDS
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 1, 2:00-3:30PM
FEW HALL MULTIPURPOSE ROOM
From transforming your CV into a resume to navigating advancement opportunities, Dona Yarborough (Campus Life) and Chris Gunter (Marcus Autism Center) will talk frankly and practically about the rewards and challenges of administrative career paths for PhDs.

GRANT WRITING FORUM
MONDAY OCTOBER 5, 9AM-12:30PM
LOCATION TBD
Register to attend this large informational session and learn how to begin planning, developing and funding your projects and proposals at Emory and for external funders. Register by September 28.

SHIFT YOUR BRILLIANCE
THURSDAY OCTOBER 8, 8:30-9:15AM
LOCATION TBD
Feeling discouraged? Simon Bailey will discuss how to reinvigorate and ignite a fresh mindset to enable yourself to achieve your goals by engaging people around you, reorienting your thinking to focus on what’s important, and creating a sense of personal accountability to achieve your professional goals.

STORYTELLING FOR PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS
THURSDAY OCTOBER 8, 4-6:30PM
WHITE HALL 103
Because life is unscripted, the ability to be creative, flexible and intuitive is essential to success in any business. Improvisation training helps develop the capacity for “in the moment” leadership and communication. Workshop will be led by Allison Gilmore, Chief Improv office at DuMore Productions.

THE ACADEMIC JOB SEARCH: BEHIND THE CURTAIN – JOB MARKET FOR NATURAL & PHYSICAL SCIENCES AT REGIONAL COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 14, 11:30AM-1:00PM
FEW HALL MULTIPURPOSE ROOM
A panel of LGS alumni who teach at Georgia colleges and universities will discuss what it is like to be a faculty member on their campus, what experiences will make you more competitive for jobs at their institutions and others like them, and what mistakes candidates often make when applying to their schools. Panel to include: Dr. Joseph DeMaio 96G (Mathematics, Kennesaw State University), Dr. Patrick Coppock 10G (Chemistry, Georgia Gwinnett College), Dr. Mindy Maris 06G (Biochemistry, Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, Georgia Campus). Lunch will be served. Register through the LGS Event calendar

THE ACADEMIC JOB SEARCH: BEHIND THE CURTAIN – JOB MARKET FOR HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES AT REGIONAL COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 14, 3:30-5:00PM
FEW HALL MULTIPURPOSE ROOM
A panel of LGS alumni who teach at Georgia colleges and universities will discuss what it is like to be a faculty member on their campus, what experiences will make you more competitive for jobs at their institutions and others like them, and what mistakes candidates often make when applying to their schools. Panel to include: Dr. Ellen Rafshoon 01G (History, Georgia Gwinnett College) and Dr. Amy
Patterson 12G (Public Health, Agnes Scott College), Dr. Kathryn Crowther 09G (English, Georgia Perimeter College). Refreshments will be served. Register through the LGS Event calendar

TATTO EXTENSION: INTRO TO INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
MONDAY OCTOBER 19, 11AM-12:30PM
LOCATION TBD
Learners will be presented with an introduction to instructional design, ID models, and its impact on teaching and learning. Specific topics include writing effective objectives, aligning assessments to objectives, and strategic delivery of content.

DECIPHERING JOB ADS AND DEVELOPING A TARGETED RESUME
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 21, 9-10:30AM
LOCATION TBD
This interactive one-hour workshop for Humanities and Social Science graduate students with SciPhD Co-Founder Randall Ribaudo will focus on how to read a job ad, validate the requirements and use that information to develop a targeted resume that distinguishes you from your competition. Institutions are looking for more than just technical skills in their new hires. Learn the critical business and social skills that hiring managers value, and learn to relate your own past experiences and accomplishments to those valued skills in a language that resonates.

CAREER EXPLORATION GROUP
MONDAY OCTOBER 26, 12-1PM
ADMIN 200F
An informal monthly meeting the last Monday of each month to discuss any topics related to career exploration. Bring your lunch and any questions, concerns or ideas you would like to discuss related to preparing for a career. For students at all stages. Students are encouraged to come on as needed basis.

JPE 610 / TATTO EXTENSION: THE DILEMMA OF REPORTING PLAGIARISM
TUESDAY OCTOBER 27, 2-3:30PM
FEW HALL MULTIPURPOSE ROOM
When confronted with plagiarized work, educators may have misgivings about how to handle the situation. This workshop with Dr. Jason Ciejka, Assistant Dean in Office of Undergraduate Education, examines the dilemma involved in officially reporting plagiarism by initiating a dialogue about the perceived advantages and disadvantages of university academic integrity policies and processes. Discussion of individual case studies will offer insight into the common situations professors face and practical guidance about avoiding and resolving issues of plagiarism.

INTERDISCIPLINARY BEGINNING GRANT WRITING WORKSHOP
THURSDAY OCTOBER 29, 1-5:00PM
LOCATION TBD
Students who are starting to write research proposals should apply to attend this event. The workshop is way to get started on a proposal and to learn more about how to fund that particular research. By application only. Apply by October 15.

NOVEMBER

LGS CAREER MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP: THE ELEVATOR PITCH
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 3, 3-5PM
LOCATION TBD

BEST CAREER MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP: THE STRONG INTEREST INVENTORY FOR SCIENTISTS
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 5, 3-5PM

Check the LGS Website Events Calendar often for registration and program updates, including event locations. Students can also make appointments for individual consultations http://gs.emory.edu/professional_development/resources/
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TATTO EXTENSION: USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO PROMOTE ACTIVE CLASSROOM LEARNING
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 19, 11AM-12:30PM
LOCATION TBD
This TATTO session will focus on how to use various forms of social media to promote active learning in and outside the classroom. Dr. Sarah Blake, an assistant professor in the Rollins School of Public Health, will provide strategies for incorporating social media tools, including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube into the classroom successfully. Participants will learn how these resources can be used to promote enhanced communication with instructors, classmates, and the larger academic community.

CAREER EXPLORATION GROUP
MONDAY NOVEMBER 30, 12-1:00PM
ADMIN 200F
An informal monthly meeting the last Monday of each month to discuss any topics related to career exploration. Bring your lunch and any questions, concerns or ideas you would like to discuss related to preparing for a career. For students at all stages. Students are encouraged to come on as needed basis.

Check the LGS Website Events Calendar often for registration and program updates, including event locations. Students can also make appointments for individual consultations http://gs.emory.edu/professional_development/resources/